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QuestionQuestion
What best practices have emerged in What best practices have emerged in 
online learning?online learning?
Many instructional designers pay attention Many instructional designers pay attention 
to new paradigms (e.g. Web 2.0) while to new paradigms (e.g. Web 2.0) while 
overlooking existing technologies. overlooking existing technologies. 
Most instructors donMost instructors don’’t accept citations and t accept citations and 
references from online sources due to references from online sources due to 
their questionable credibility, and thus their questionable credibility, and thus 
search engine as a medium of instruction search engine as a medium of instruction 
is underis under--explored.  explored.  



What is Wolfram Alpha?What is Wolfram Alpha?
An An answer engineanswer engine or or computational computational 
knowledge engineknowledge engine developed by developed by 
Wolfram Research. Wolfram Research. 
announced in March 2009 by announced in March 2009 by 
Stephen Wolfram, and was released Stephen Wolfram, and was released 
to the public on May 15, 2009.to the public on May 15, 2009.
was voted the greatest computer was voted the greatest computer 
innovation of the year by Popular innovation of the year by Popular 
ScienceScience



FeaturesFeatures
retrieves information from retrieves information from reliable sourcesreliable sources, , 
such as peersuch as peer--review journals.review journals.
computing structured datacomputing structured data and then and then 
provide the answer, rather than providing provide the answer, rather than providing 
a list in other search engines.a list in other search engines.
the report is the report is structured and hierarchicalstructured and hierarchical. . 
The information presented at the top level The information presented at the top level 
is most relevant to the query and more is most relevant to the query and more 
information can be unveiled upon userinformation can be unveiled upon user’’s s 
request.request.
Alpha can process Alpha can process natural languagesnatural languages, such , such 
as as ““what is the distance between Earth what is the distance between Earth 
and Mars in 2010?and Mars in 2010?””



Wolfram AlphaWolfram Alpha
www.wolframalpha.com





Some people question the ideaSome people question the idea



Not a new argument at allNot a new argument at all



The medium is the messageThe medium is the message

““The medium The medium 
is the is the 
messagemessage””: It : It 
changes our changes our 
thinking thinking 
patterns.patterns.
We want We want 
instant results instant results 
and cannot and cannot 
pay attention pay attention 
to read long to read long 
articles articles 
beyond 3 beyond 3 
pages.pages.



Opposite viewOpposite view
Technology can Technology can 
make is smarter.make is smarter.
Evolution:Evolution:
AdaptationAdaptation
Using Google Using Google 
changing our changing our 
brains to make brains to make 
us better at us better at 
multitasking multitasking 
on several on several 
short bits of short bits of 
informationinformation



Do you agree that search engines Do you agree that search engines 
or answer engines will make us or answer engines will make us 

lazylazy??

A. AgreeA. Agree
B. DisagreeB. Disagree
C. It dependsC. It depends
D. NeutralD. Neutral



Do you agree that search engines Do you agree that search engines 
or answer engines will make us or answer engines will make us 

impatienceimpatience??

A. AgreeA. Agree
B. DisagreeB. Disagree
C. It dependsC. It depends
D. NeutralD. Neutral



Will search Will search engineenginess or answer or answer 
engineenginess make us make us smartersmarter or or 

dumberdumber??

A. SmarterA. Smarter
B. DumberB. Dumber
C. No impact, the sameC. No impact, the same
D. It depends on how we use itD. It depends on how we use it
E. No opinionE. No opinion



Discovery learningDiscovery learning
This new form of search engines has open This new form of search engines has open 
up opportunities for science teachers. up opportunities for science teachers. 
In the past, it is difficult to implement In the past, it is difficult to implement 
discoverydiscovery--based learning because of lack based learning because of lack 
of reliable resources. Many times students of reliable resources. Many times students 
are asked to gather information from the are asked to gather information from the 
Internet, but they may not able to Internet, but they may not able to 
distinguish trustworthy information from distinguish trustworthy information from 
faulty information. faulty information. 
In addition, very often students have In addition, very often students have 
difficulties in extracting relevant difficulties in extracting relevant 
information from a list of Websites. information from a list of Websites. 



Current Mars RoversCurrent Mars Rovers
Spirit and Spirit and 
OpportunitiesOpportunities
Rely on solar Rely on solar 
energyenergy
Cannot get Cannot get 
around big around big 
rocksrocks



Next RoverNext Rover
Built by JPLBuilt by JPL
Use nuclear Use nuclear 
energy, work energy, work 
24 hours24 hours
Run like a SUV Run like a SUV 
can go can go 
through big through big 
rocksrocks



Why Why 
2011?2011?





Example: Example: 
But something is missing.But something is missing.



Does it take longer?Does it take longer?
98.38 98.38 
million million 
miles in miles in 
2010.2010.
185.5 185.5 
million million 
miles in miles in 
2011.2011.



Why will NSAS launch the new Why will NSAS launch the new 
Mars Rover in 2011? Mars Rover in 2011? 

A. They cannot finish building the A. They cannot finish building the 
rover in 2010.rover in 2010.
B. NASA would like to take a longer B. NASA would like to take a longer 
route to collect data between Earth route to collect data between Earth 
and Mars.and Mars.
C. That is the shortest route for C. That is the shortest route for 
some reason.some reason.



The distance The distance 
keeps keeps 
changing!changing!
The student The student 
can alter the can alter the 
month and month and 
year in Alpha year in Alpha 
to find out to find out 
how NASA how NASA 
schedules schedules 
the optimal the optimal 
launch date.launch date.



Current relative positionsCurrent relative positions



Relative positions in Sept., 2011Relative positions in Sept., 2011



Relative positions in May 2012Relative positions in May 2012



From Fall 2011 to Summer 2012From Fall 2011 to Summer 2012
Go to the other direction.Go to the other direction.



The word The word ““UniversalUniversal”” may lead to may lead to 
misconceptionmisconception

From NASAFrom NASA’’s websites website



Another example: Another example: 
Something is missing again.Something is missing again.






